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VOLUME TWO: CREATIVE WORKS 
 
The following pages contain a number of creative works that have been 
produced towards the investigation into textual superimposition and illegibility 
in the poetic text. The works comprise individual pieces, small scale projects 












































































   Morbid Box, pad  
   lock impress on   
   utopias of mis 
















   Currencies of health 
   float over  
       salt ocean  

















   (employment) agency… 
   … 
   … 
   … 















   Imprint of face 
   in cloud, burned  
   into bread, sliced 

















   Iron collar,  
   unseen hijack 
   of the throat,   
   kitchen cleaned  

















































    









   ‘Your hands are all 
   over this, aren’t they?’ 
 
   my husband became  















   Spiritual breach: 
   sex is a tool  
   and the box 
   the box bleaches 















   Societal syntax. Conjugate:  
   according to voice,  
   person, mood, tense,  

















   They will have been  
   being human beings  
   all the while we await 

















   Imprint of burned 
   face in bread, sliced  
   in the edit, extracted 















































































   Membranes of borders 
   (as of a living cell) 
   resist osmotic bleeds 

















   Stick man bricked 
   in negative equity, 
   crippled religion 

















   Global economies 
   of   (the)  people. 
   in humans hold  

















   Finger in distinct  
   print, slept floor 
   flat near cardboard  
















      50, 31, 24,  
      80, 14, 29, 
      19, 50, 26, 













































































































     ‘This contract  
          is just  
            a piece  

















   Other’s mouths are an oxbow lake 
   screened in the cup of an acorn. 
   They cough British winter in globs, 
   jubilee tea towel stained with other’s  















Flatpack people, trailers 
of chattle, the Arabic word 


















   Tower block: 
           domestic 
   clad in yokes  

















      May I offer   
      you a cup 
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YORKSHIRE WALKING 
 
‘Janet’s Foss’ 
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‘Malham Cove’ 
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‘Gordale Scar’ 
 
 
